There are currently many large-field surveys operational and planned including the powerful Vera C. Rubin Observatory Legacy Survey of Space and Time. These surveys will increase the number and diversity of transients dramatically. However, for some transients, like supernovae (SNe), we can gain more understanding by directed observations (e.g. shock breakout, γ-ray detections) than by simply increasing the sample size. For example, the initial emission from these transients can be a powerful probe of these explosions. These observations require a large field-of-view X-ray mission with a UV follow up within the first hour of shock breakout. The emission in the first one hour to even one day provides strong constraints on the stellar radius and asymmetries in the outer layers of stars, the properties of the circumstellar medium (e.g. inhomogeneities in the wind for core-collapse SNe, accreting companion in thermonuclear SNe), and the transition region between these two. We generate expected numbers of observations based on instrument parameters in order to determine the performance of future observatories.

We use both analytical and simulation based models to generate light curve data for simulated supernovae based on population data. For these methods:
- The analytical models focus on:
  - The effect of the forward shock in a spherically symmetrical regime
- The simulated models include:
  - Spherically symmetrical
  - Constrained by UV during later stages
  - Prescription for shock heating
  - Electron scattering based opacity
  - Solar Metallicity & LTE Assumption

In order to correctly characterize the progenitors and better understand the underlying physics we will need an instrument with X-Ray requirements based on:
- need for wide enough field of view to capture sufficient supernovae
- Sensitivity needed to capture breakout peak.
- Far UV is based on need for follow-up during post shock emergence.

In addition to these calculations, we will be extending the simulations to examine the parameters of several existing and potential UV/X-Ray missions. This will involve:
- Transition to Python Based Tools
- Predict potential observations based on different mission and instrument parameters (vary wavelength, sensitivity, etc.)
- Help determine value of doing archival searches for previous transient observations (Alp 2020)
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Results

We determined an estimate for the number of CCSN observed by a mission characterized by the instrument requirements over a 2 year period.

We included both a 1-sigma and a 3-sigma Gaussian spread in order to bound an optimistic and conservative spread of predicted observations. The information is summarized in the following table.

In addition to these calculations, we will be extending the simulations to examine the parameters of several existing and potential UV/X-Ray missions. This will involve:
- Transition to Python Based Tools
- Predict potential observations based on different mission and instrument parameters (vary wavelength, sensitivity, etc.)
- Help determine value of doing archival searches for previous transient observations (Alp 2020)

Conclusion

Shock breakout has the potential to provide one of the most direct probes of supernovae explosions and their progenitors. But to use these as probes, we need to move from observing 1 or 2 serendipitous shock breakout events to observing a large sample of shock breakout signatures. In this work we used both analytical and simulated models of supernovae shock emergence to predict observed events based on the required numbers of observed events. This will help constrain the necessary mission parameters to complete a systematic study which would allow us to dramatically increase our understanding of shock breakout and its constraints on supernova explosions and their progenitors.
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